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Dear Simon 

 

OPEN LETTER TO BUSES OF SOMERSET - BUS CANCELLATIONS 

 

I write in my capacity as Lead Member for Transport in Somerset County Council with 

some dismay at the level of bus cancellations we have experienced this year.  I have 

personally championed buses in Somerset and as regular user of bus services for 

commuting to work and for leisure trips I have experienced first-hand the recent 

plethora of cancellations. 

 

This comes at a time when we have launched £1 fares in Taunton through BSIP and 

the Government have extended the £2 capped fares until the end of June 2023 and as 

Council have invested considerable financial and political energy in the Somerset wide 

BusIt campaign.  It is accepted that emerging from the final stage of COVID restrictions 

in March 2022 the recovery of Bus Services would take time. But a year later it feels 

that the public sector are doing all we can to support and promote the use of buses 

and the failure now lies with commercial providers. 

 

The public do not understand the complexities of the regulation of bus services and 

the system of public funding that currently underpins the network, but they do 

reasonably expect buses to turn up on time as scheduled with the vehicles clean inside 

and out.  At present it feels like we are keeping our side of the bargain in supporting 

and improving bus services and the image of buses in Somerset and are being let 

down by bus operators.  I would like an urgent explanation for the level of cancellations 

we are experiencing together with an action plan.  I am also raising with you the poor 

cleanliness of some vehicles, which creates a bad image to existing and potential 

passengers. 
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How can these issues be resolved very quickly so that services can be restored to 

deliver the scheduled timetable so as not to damage the work that has already been 

done in relation to the £1 fare and evening services, and all the investment that has 

been made to date? 

 

I am happy to meet face to face to discuss the issues. 

 

We took a deliberate decision to maintain the current level of financial support to bus 

services in Somerset when setting a budget for the New Somerset Council, while 

having to make cuts elsewhere in order to deliver a balanced budget.  These services 

are highly valued by our residents but they MUST operate to timetables in order to 

deliver a functioning bus network. 

 

I look forward to your response. 
 

Yours sincerely 

 
Cllr Mike Rigby – Lead Member Transport and Digital  


